Tiotropium in asthma*
Media backgrounder
*Tiotropium is NOT APPROVED for use in asthma. The safety and efficacy of tiotropium have
not yet been fully established in asthma.

About tiotropium in asthma
• Tiotropium is an inhaled long-acting, anticholinergic bronchodilator. It works by
opening narrowed airways and helping to keep them open for at least 24 hours1,2,3
• Approved for the treatment of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) for
over ten years, tiotropium is the most prescribed maintenance COPD therapy
worldwide. It is the first inhaled maintenance treatment to provide significant and
sustained improvements in lung function in patients with COPD using once-daily
dosing
• Phase III clinical trials of tiotropium Respimat® in asthma are being conducted to
evaluate its efficacy and safety in patients who remain symptomatic despite inhaled
corticosteroids (ICS) therapy (with long-acting beta2-agonist (LABA) or ICS alone)
o In these studies, patients received tiotropium Respimat® in addition to their
standard medication in an effort to more accurately represent clinical practice
• In the PrimoTinA-asthma® Phase III trials involving patients who remained
symptomatic despite treatment with at least ICS/LABA (current standard treatment)
it was observed that the addition of tiotropium Respimat® increased time to first
severe asthma exacerbation, as well as time to first episode of asthma worsening,
compared with standard treatment4
• In the Phase III MezzoTinA-asthma® studies it was observed that, in patients with
symptomatic asthma despite moderate-dose maintenance ICS therapy, the
addition of tiotropium Respimat® significantly improved lung function, provided
sustained bronchodilation over 24 hours,5 and improved asthma control6

The unmet need for innovative treatments in asthma
• The goal of asthma therapy is to achieve and maintain clinical control which
includes improving lung function, and reducing symptoms and exacerbation risk.
This may be achieved by targeting underlying inflammation and airway obstruction
• Targeting inflammation is the cornerstone of treatment strategies for asthma and
ICS are the most effective anti-inflammatory treatments
• The most commonly prescribed drug used in addition to ICS therapy is a LABA
which has proven to be an effective treatment option in patients symptomatic on
ICS alone

• ICS/LABA has become the current standard treatment for the majority of patients
with asthma
• Despite current treatment options, in particular ICS/LABA, at least 40% of asthma
patients still experience symptoms and could benefit from new treatment options7,8

About the UniTinA-asthma® Phase III clinical trial programme
UniTinA-asthma®
• Comprehensive Phase III clinical trial programme designed to evaluate the efficacy
and safety of tiotropium Respimat® in patients with asthma
• Includes a number of clinical studies investigating tiotropium Respimat® added to
usual care in adults, adolescents and children (age 1+) with persistent asthma across
the spectrum of asthma severities
• Current clinical trial programme consists of:
o 11 studies
o more than 4,000 patients
• Adult studies include:

PrimoTinA-asthma®:

MezzoTinA-asthma®:

GraziaTinA-asthma®:

Designed to assess
tiotropium as add-on
treatment for patients
who are symptomatic on
at least ICS/LABA therapy
(current standard
treatment)

Evaluating tiotropium as
add-on treatment in
patients who are
symptomatic on
moderate-dose
maintenance ICS
treatment

Assessing tiotropium as
an add-on therapy in
patients who are
symptomatic on lowdose maintenance ICS
treatment

About asthma
• Asthma is a chronic inflammatory disorder of the airways characterised by
bronchoconstriction, mucus plugs, and increased inflammation when airways are
exposed to risk factors such as allergens (including house dust mites, animals with
fur, pollens and moulds), occupational irritants, tobacco smoke, viral respiratory
infections, exercise or chemical irritants9
• Symptoms include recurring episodes of wheezing, breathlessness, chest tightness,
and coughing, particularly at night or in the early morning9
• An estimated 300 million people worldwide are affected by asthma9
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